Circular dichroism from single plasmonic nanostructures with extrinsic chirality.
Circular dichroism (CD) studies on single nanostructures can yield novel insights into chiroptical physics that are not available from traditional ensemble-based measurements, yet they are challenging because of their weak signals. By introducing an oblique excitation beam, we demonstrate the observation and spectroscopic analysis of a prominent plasmonic chiroptical response from a single v-shaped gold nanorod dimer nanostructure. We show that circular differential scattering from the obliquely excited gold nanorod dimer yields a characteristic bisignate peak-dip spectral shape at hybridized energies of the dimer. This chiroptical response can be ascribed to extrinsic chirality which depends on the geometry configurations of the chiral arrangement. Due to strong near-field coupling, the dipole orientations of the hybridized resonance modes can be in favor of the incident circularly polarized light where a maximum g-factor of ∼0.4 is observed. Promising applications of this chiroptical arrangement as a key component can be in electronics, photonics, or metamaterials.